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The standards stay the same,
but the innovation never ends…

A400 & A500
GUILLOTINE
LIFTABLE RAILING

V6.0

ANGLED & STABLE
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Vertical sliding guillotine glass wall systems are a new solution for
restaurants, cafes and balconies. This system offers an “unobstructed
view” maximum clear span, with no vertical frames and a minimalistic
horzontal frame. Guillotine glass walls are operated with remote
control, without disturbing your customers.
Open windows and still maintain a physical barrier that meets with
building regulations without the need of a secondary balustrade or
balcony railing. Guillotine glass walls can be opened any amount for
total control of natural ventilation while assuring comfort for your
clients from gusts of wind. BTS has 2 types of guillotine glass wall
systems. A single glass option which is 5/16 in thick glass and an
insulated glass option which has 5/32+15/32+5/32 in glass.
• Single Glass Model : 5/16 in Glass
• Insulated Glass Model : 5/32+15/32+5/32 in glass
• Maximum width 11.4 ft, maximum height 9.8 ft for 1 panel
• Ready product option according to your dimensions
• Profiles and accessories can be sold separetly

VERTICAL SLIDING GUILLOTINE GLASS WALL SYSTEMS

Ready Made / Ready for Installation Vertical Sliding Guillotine Glass Wall Panel Dimension Table
* 5/16 in Tempered & 5/32+15/32+5/32 in Insulated Glass Model
Width (in)
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Stop

A500

Windy weather is not a problem with
Windstop A500 anymore…

WindStop is a fast growing product creating
a revolution in railing systems! Perfect for
protecting restaurant gardens, terraces,
open areas of cafes, swimming pools,
balconies or any outdoor gathering spot.
Simply lift it up when wind starts!

Windstop A500 Corner detail

External view of the system

Corner detail from top

Internal view of the system

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT WINDSCREEN SYSTEM

Windstop Says;
Wind, will not stop your pleasure…

OPEN

43 in

74 in

CLOSED

The panel is 43 in height when it is closed. It rises up to
74 in height with a very simple touch.
Also descends down with very simple touch.

Width
Min. 31-1/2 in
Max. 68 in

59 in

* In stable panel, 5/16 inch glass is used.
In Liftable panel, 15/64 inch glass is used.

59 in

STANDARD PANEL

43 in x 59 in
176.4 lb
* Locking system for Security is optional.
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AK-7326K

A brand new product from BTS Railing Systems,
Windstop A400, Stable Windbreaker...

PR-7326
PR-4227

PR-7653

PR-7327

AK-7326A

* System can be installed in desired dimensions.
* 5/32 + 5/32 in laminated glass can be used.

STABLE WINDBREAKER

It’s designed for restaurants, gardens, terraces, open areas of
cafes, villa gardens and it’s partiation. The system can be used
fully closed with special horizontal profiles or half closed with
profiles and half closed with glass for more aesthetic view.
3-5/32 in

1-37/64 in

PR-4228

4-7/32 in

1-37/64 in
AK-FT11

PR-4227
1-35/64 in

AK-FT10

PR-7327
4-7/32 in

PR-7751

13/16 in

25/32 in

1-45/64 in

PR-7326

5/32 + 6/32 in Glass

1-3/16 in

3-5/32 in

23/32 in

1-3/16 in

21/64 in

PR-7739

PR-7653

PR-7739Y

Accessories

AK-7326A

AK-7326K

AK-7739KD

AK-7739KY

AK-4227TA
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